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Abstract
With the increasing popularity of RFID applications, different authentication schemes have been proposed to provide security and privacy protection to users. Most recent
RFID protocols use a central database to store the RFID
tag data. An RFID reader first queries the RFID tag and
returns the reply to the database. After authentication, the
database returns the tag data to the reader. In this paper, we
proposed a more flexible authentication protocol that provides comparable protection without the need for a central
database. We also suggest a protocol for secure search for
RFID tags. We believe that as RFID applications become
widespread, the ability to search for RFID tags will be increasingly useful.

1 Introduction
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has
already been found in a diverse set of applications ranging
from inventory management to anti-counterfeiting protection [15]. RFID technology is expected to continue to grow
and diffuse into our everyday lives. However, in order to realize the full potential of RFID technology, the security and
privacy aspects of a large scale RFID deployment will have
to be addressed. This realization has resulted in the growing
body of work in RFID security and privacy issues.
Many recent RFID papers [4, 10, 12, 16] have utilized
what we term as the “central database” model. There are
three players in this model, the RFID reader, the RFID tag,
and the central database. The RFID reader queries the RFID
tag and then returns the reply to the central database. This
reply is usually structured in such a way that (i) only a
genuine RFID tag can correctly generate it, (ii) does not
leak any information to the reader, and (iii) only the central
database is able to interpret the reply. Accomplishing (iii)
usually means that the RFID tag returns a different reply
each time it is queried. One possible way is to change the

tag secret after every successful query [4]. Ensuring that the
central database is able to link different replies with the correct tag is an important component in the central database
model. After the central database verifies the reader and tag,
the central database returns the information of the RFID
tag to the reader. All this is possible because the central
database has knowledge of all the RFID tag data as well as
RFID tag secrets.
A major shortcoming of the central database model is
the assumption of a reliable, always available connection
between the RFID reader and the central database. This
condition will inevitably be violated in a real world setting.
Under the central database model, this means that no authentication can be performed without a connection, hence
the entire RFID system breaks down. For example, a truck
driver may be dispatched to an off-site location to pick up
some merchandise tagged with RFID tags. He has with him
his PDA which acts as an RFID reader. There is no connection between his off-site location and the central database
due to his remote location. Relying on a central database
means that the truck driver will be unable to authenticate
his goods. Furthermore, having a central database creates a
single point of failure, opening up the entire RFID system
to denial of service attacks. For RFID technology to flourish, we have to consider the reliability of RFID protocols,
in addition to the security and privacy considerations.
A simple alternative, analogous to the central database
model, is download the necessary information from the
database into the RFID reader. The RFID reader can then
continue to access RFID tags as before. However, as mentioned earlier, the central database has to be able to associate
the correct RFID tag data with the changing tag replies. For
certain protocols, this means that the central database has
to be updated after each successful read, so as to keep up
with the RFID tag. Under the simple alternative, instead of
updating one central database where multiple RFID readers
will access, we could potentially have multiple RFID readers to update. This is especially challenging when there are
multiple readers capable accessing the group of tags.

Furthermore, having multiple readers increases this risk
of an adversary compromising a reader. Since the central
database has knowledge of the data as well as secrets of
the RFID tags, a compromised reader could yield much
damaging information for the adversary. This is not a concern when there is only one backend database. Ideally, we
would like to modify the data downloaded from the secure
database to the RFID reader such that the damage done by
a compromised reader is limited.
Authentication protocols have been widely studied by
the research community because RFID privacy and security
can be achieved by having good authentication protocols.
Authentication ensures that only authorized RFID readers
have access to RFID tag data, and that the tag data is indeed
accurate. Under the central database model, this is achieved
by the central database. The RFID reader only obtains the
required information after being authenticated by the central database. Since the database is assumed to be trusted,
the reader is confident the information is indeed correct.
Searching for RFID tags is a natural extension of RFID
authentication. With authentication, we can authenticate every RFID tag individually until we find the one we are looking for. However, this method is inefficient when there are
many RFID tags available. An ideal solution is for an RFID
reader to issue a search query, and only RFID tags that meet
the query reply.
In this paper, we mainly consider three problems. First,
how does a reader know the tag is a valid tag? Second, how
does the tag know that the reader is a valid reader? Third,
how does a reader search a certain tag?
The first problem is fundamental issue in RFID research,
the ability to distinguish a real RFID tag from a fake RFID
tag, to differentiate a tag that belongs to one owner from
another. The second problem is more recent. This is an
important problem because it prevents a malicious or unauthorized reader from accessing the tag information. A malicious reader obtaining this information can violate the privacy of the object the tag is attached to, as well as jeopardizing the security of the RFID system. This is because the
adversary can use the tag information to create cloned tags
that are identical to the real ones. The third problem is regarding a reader query a group of tags about the existence of
a specific tag. This function will become increasingly common as RFID tags become ubiquitous. As we demonstrate
later in the paper, implementing a search function for RFID
tags may incur additional security and privacy concerns.

1.1

Our Contributions

We have three main contributions in this paper. First, we
propose an authentication protocol that provides mutual authentication between the RFID reader and RFID tag without
the need for a persistent central database. This is a depar-

ture from more recent work on RFID security and privacy
research.
Second, our schemes consider security for both the RFID
reader and the RFID tag. This differs from some of the earlier research which focused on only protecting the reader or
only on the tag. This is important since an end user is vulnerable to attacks from both sides. Consider an RFID tag
attached to a user’s packet of medication. Protecting the tag
from unauthorized readers protects the user’s privacy. However, there is also a need to protect the reader from reading
fraudulent tags. Thus, any security protocol will need to
protect both the tag and the reader.
Third, we introduce the problem of secure search of
RFID tags and suggest several secure and effective solutions. We believe that the problem of effective search for
RFID will become increasing important as RFID deployment increases. Efficient search of RFID tags is difficult
because the very act of replying to a query serves as an
identifier for the tag. In this paper, we explore the security and privacy concerns and then present several possible
solutions.
The rest of the paper is as follows. The next section
covers related work in RFID authentication. Section 3 details the criteria we use to evaluate our solution. Section 4
and section 5 contains the authentication protocol and security analysis respectively. Section 6 details the efficient secure search problem and a few possible solutions. Section
7 discusses some shortcomings of not having a centralized
database and how to overcome them. Section 8 concludes.

2 Related Work
Due to space limitations, we cannot do justice to the
many RFID authentication protocols available. We refer
interested readers to the excellent resource maintained by
Avoine [1] and recent survey papers [6, 14] for more information. Instead, we try to show general RFID authentication techniques by examining a few protocols in depth.
We have chosen RFID protocols using mainly lightweight
primitives as listed in [17].
Early work by Weis et al. [18] suggested the use of a
backend database to perform RFID authentication. A reader
querying the RFID tag will receive a metaID. The reader
then obtains the real ID of the RFID tag from the database
via the metaID. The authors recognized that returning the
metaID, a constant value, poses a privacy threat because
it allows an adversary to track a particular RFID tag based
on the metaID. A randomized hash lock scheme was proposed, where the tag sends its ID as (r, ID ⊕ fk (r)) to a
reader. Variable r is a random number generated by the tag,
k is the tag’s secret key and fk is a pseudorandom function.
The reader sends this package back to a secure server which
then searches its database for the ID/key pair to return the

ID back to the reader. Since each query to the tag results in
a different reply, tag privacy is protected.
Molnar and Wagner [11] pointed out that this scheme
does not protect against a replay attack, since an adversary
can eavesdrop to learn (r, ID⊕fk (r)) and then impersonate
the tag. They suggested having both the reader and the tag
each contribute a random number, r1 and r2 respectively. In
their scheme, they assume that the reader and tag both share
a common secret s. The tag returns ID ⊕fs (0, r1 , r2 ) to the
reader. Since the reader knows the shared secret s, he can
obtain ID. This protocol works without a central database.
However, the protocol does not consider the case when a
reader has been compromised. Since the reader shares a
secret with a tag, an adversary compromising the reader can
learn the secret keys to every tag the reader has access to.
The adversary can then make duplicate tags to fool other
readers. Our protocol addresses this particular vulnerability.
Dimitriou [4] is a more recent example of a protocol
utilizing a secure database. In this protocol, both reader
and tag contribute a random number nr and nt . The tag
returns to the reader (h(IDi ), nt , hIDi (nt , nr )) which the
reader gives to the secure server. After authenticating the
reader, the secure server calculates IDi+1 and then returns
hIDi+1 (nt , nr ) to the reader. The reader sends this back to
a tag. The tag will determine IDi+1 on its own and verify
the hIDi+1 (nt , nr ) sent by the reader. If the value match,
then the tag knows that the reader has been authenticated
by the server, and changes its secret to IDi+1 . Otherwise,
the tag keeps IDi . Similar protocols [10, 12] also adopt the
idea of changing the tag secret after every reader query.
One key feature of Dimitriou’s protocol is how it attempts to prevent tag and server from being out of sync.
An adversary will not be authenticated by the server, thus
the server maintains IDi . The adversary cannot derive
hIDi+1 (nt , nr ), so tag maintains IDi . However, this protocol relies on the reader having a persistent connection to
the secure server. As we pointed out in the introduction, this
requirement introduces significant drawbacks.
An alternative approach is to have authentication via
challenge and response. One version was suggested by
Juels and Weis [9]. They observed that since RFID tags
have limited resources like humans, ideas from human authentication can be applied to RFID authentication. They
introduced HB and HB+ protocols. The HB protocol has
a reader issue a new challenge each time it queries a tag.
The tag computes the binary inner product and returns the
answer to the reader. The reader verifies the answer is correct before accepting the tag as legitimate. Noise can introduced such that the tag will sometimes return a wrong
answer. HB+ protocol introduces an additional binding factor from the tag to defend against an active adversary. Later
work by [13, 5, 2] improves on this idea.
YA-TRAP [16] introduces a novel idea of using times-

tamps in RFID authentication. This is a novel approach
because RFID tags have no self-contained power source to
keep track of time. In YA-TRAP, a reader will send a timestamp of the current time to a tag which then decides whether
to return a random reply or an encrypted reply based on the
received timestamp and its own internal timestamp. The
reader sends this reply back to a backend server to obtain
the tag data. [3] suggested an improvement over this protocol.

3 Evaluation Criteria
In this paper, we consider both authentication and secure
search for RFID tags. In both cases, our solutions eliminates
the need for a central database. The solutions are based on
RFID tags being able to perform simple primitives like hash
functions, comparison and appending bits together. These
are the most common primitives adopted in RFID security
research. We evaluate authentication and search protocols
based on the following three criteria.
First, our solution has to protect privacy. RFID tags
could be attached to private objects like bottles of medication.Protecting privacy means that the RFID tag data should
only be obtained by an authenticated RFID reader, and that
an unauthorized reader should not be able to identify a particular RFID tag even after repeated queries.
Second, our solution has to provide security. This means
that our scheme has to be clone resistant. An adversary cannot easily create large number of fake RFID tags to fool legitimate readers. This also means that our protocols have to
be resistant to eavesdropping attacks. An adversary being
able to observe all communications between the reader and
the tag should still be unable to impersonate a real RFID
tag or a real RFID reader. Finally, providing security means
that the effects of physical attacks on either the RFID reader
or RFID tag should be limited.
Third, our solutions has to provide reliability. This
means that under our protocols, a legitimate RFID reader
can continue to authenticate a legitimate RFID tag regardless of what happens to the central server. For RFID authentication, the objectives are for an RFID reader to obtain
the data stored in an RFID tag he is authorized to access,
and the RFID tag should only release its data to authorized
RFID readers. In this paper, we consider this data to be the
unique identity of the RFID tag.

4 RFID Authentication
We present two different authentication protocols. The
first version performs challenge and response before sending the tag secret to the reader. The second version sends
the tag secret in such a way that only an authenticated reader

can decrypt. For RFID authentication, the objectives are for
an RFID reader to obtain the data stored in an RFID tag he
is authorized to access, and the RFID tag should only release its data to authorized RFID readers. In this paper, we
consider this data to be the unique identity of the RFID tag.
First let us describe the notation used in the paper.
We consider an RFID reader denoted as R. Each R has
a unique identifier r and an access list, L. We will describe
the contents of L a little later. R obtains r and L from a certificate authority, CA, after authenticating itself. The CA is
a trusted party responsible for deploying all the RFID tags
and authorizing any RFID reader. We assume that communications between R and CA are performed using some
secure channel.
Each RFID tag, T , contains a unique value id, a unique
secret t, knowledge of a function f (.) and a hash function
h(.). The id is a unique identifier of T . It is known by the
particular T , the CA, and readers authorized by CA to read
that particular T . The secret t is only known by the particular RFID tag and the CA. The function f () takes in two
arguments and returns the hash of the arguments concatenated together. This is a one-way hash. T will use its secret
t as one of the arguments, and the other argument is supplied by the RFID reader. So if the RFID reader sends an
argument r, T will have f (r, t) = h(r||t) where || denotes
concatenate. The hash function h(.) is also a one-way hash.
We assume that the result of h(.) is of length l, and the CA
predefines a length m < l that is known by all tags.
Subscripts are used to describe a particular R or T and
their respective variables. Thus a particular RFID reader i
will be Ri , with a identifier ri and access list Li . A tag j
is Tj and has a secret tj . The access list L contains information about the RFID tags which a particular R has access
to. L has a list of all f (r, t) that CA has authorized R to
access. So reader i, Ri authorized to access tags T1 · · · Tn
will have Li where

 f (ri , t1 ) : id1
···
: ···
Li =

f (ri , tn ) : idn
Note that Ri does not know any of the tags secret t. It only
knows the outcome of the function f (r, t).
We assume that the CA cannot be compromised, and that
all readers once authenticated by the CA are trusted. They
will not reveal their L to anyone else. We denote an adversary as α. The goals and capabilities of α are discussed in
the next section of the paper. The authentication protocols
are as follows.

4.1

: request

: nj

(2)

Ri → Tj
Ri ← Tj

: ri , ni
: ([h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj )]b ,

(3)

ques1r , · · · , queskr )
: Checks if [h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj )]b

(4)

Ri

is in Li
If exists and k ≤

(5)
(6)

l−b
2

Ri → Tj : (ansr , ques1t , · · · , queskt )(7)
Else
(8)
Tj

Ri → Tj : (rand, ques1t , · · · , queskt )(9)
: Checks if ansr is correct
(10)
If correct and ∀x, y, quesxr 6= quesyt (11)
Ri ← Tj : (anst )
(12)
Else
Ri ← Tj : (rand)

(13)
(14)

where ni and nj are random numbers generated by Ri and
Tj respectively. [h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj )]b is the first b bits of
the hash of the concatenation of f (ri , tj ) and ni and nj .
ques1r , · · · , queskr are the k randomly generated positions
from the last l − b bits of h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ). This is the
challenge to the reader. ansr is the actual bits in positions
ques1r , · · · , queskr . This is response of the reader. Similarly,
y1 , · · · , yk is the list of random positions of the last l−b bits,
and anst is the bits in those positions. This is the challenge
to the tag and response of the tag. In both instances, k ≤
l−m
2 . rand is a random bit string of length k.
The intuition here is to have both the Ri and Tj issue a
challenge that only legitimate party is able to answer. Both
Ri and Tj pick k positions from the last l − b bits and challenge the other to reply with the correct k bit string. An
adversary, impersonating either Ri (Tj ), can only produce
the correct ansr (anst ) with limited probability.
1
Prob(Adversary correctly answers challenge) = ( )k
2
For every new query, Ri and Tj exchange random numbers and Ri sends his identifier ri to Tj by XORing with
nj . The purpose of this is explained in the next section. Ri
then receives the first b bits of h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ). Using
this first b bits, Ri consults his Li to determine if there are
any partial matches. Note that Ri has to hash the concatenation of each entry in Li with ni and nj . The probability
of having another tag with the same b first bits is just
1
Prob(Another tag sharing first b bits) = ( )b
2

Authentication Protocol 1

Ri → Tj

Ri ← Tj

(1)

If there are no matches, Ri knows that Tj is not an RFID
tag AC has authorized him to access. Ri generates a random k bit reply ansr and his challenge y1 , · · · , yk to Tj .

Otherwise, Ri returns the bit values in positions x1 , . . . , xk
as ansr and his challenge. If Ri has several entries in his Li
with the same b bits, Ri simply performs the challenge and
response several times, each time replying with a different
entry. If all the entries do not match, then Ri concludes that
Tj is not a tag that he is supposed to access.
When Tj receives ansr , it checks if the bit values match
the positions of h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) generated. A correct ansr indicates that Ri is an authorized reader, since
only an authorized reader can obtain the correct f (ri , tj )
value from AC, thus knowing the correct sequence to
h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ). Tj replies Ri ’s challenge in anst correctly if ansr is correct and that there is no quest is the
same as quesr . Otherwise Tj returns a random answer. Ri
uses anst to determine whether Tj is a legitimate tag. After
one round of the authentication step, the probability of Ri
correctly identifying Tj is
1
Prob(Accurate identification) = 1 − ( )l−b−k
2
This is due to the k bits challenge ques1k , · · · , queskk posed
by Tj . Ri can always query Tj more than once, picking
different k bit challenge each time. A correct Tj will always
be able to return the right answer.

4.2

Authentication Protocol 2

appearing in Li . If there is a match, the reader then uses the
random numbers ni and nj to obtain h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj )
and the resulting idj . If the idj received from the tag does
not match entry in Li then again it either means that the
RFID tag is a fake or Ri is not authorized to access the
tag. Note here that a different random nj and ni are used
in each transaction, which means that the shared secret between Ri and Tj used to protect idj , h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) ,
changes each time. Also, since our hash h(·) is a one way
hash function, even knowing the entire h(f (ri , tj )) does not
reveal f (ri , tj ). We discuss the tracking implications of this
in the next section.
To determine the value of m, we first define a collision
space as CS = 2l−m . This is the number of RFID tags
whose hashed value share the same first m bits. We define
β as the probability that, given a tag, the probability that
when a reader reads in another tag having the same first m
bits, the two tags are the same. There more privacy we wish,
the smaller we set β. Thus, we have

N
1
1
=
= 2m−l ≤ β ⇒ m ≤ l + log β.
N2
N
The search time for Ri becomes O( 2Lm ) since Ri can organize Li into respective groups, when Tj returns the first
m bits of h(f (ri , tj ))m , In this way, Ri does not need to
search the entire Li , but only the smaller group of size 2Lm .

5 Security Analysis
Ri → Tj
Ri ← Tj

: request
: nj

Ri → Tj
Ri ← Tj

: ni , ri
(3)
: h(f (ri , tj ))m , h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) ⊕ idj(4)

(1)
(2)

Ri

:

Checks Li for matching h(f (ri , tj ))m (5)

Ri

:

Determines h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) to obtain
idj
(6)

where ni , nj are random numbers generated by Ri and Tj
respectively. Tj sends its idj as h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) ⊕ idj .
This is used to protect idj . The tag also sends h(f (ri , tj ))m
to help Ri to reduce the time take to search through Li . An
unauthenticated reader cannot obtain idj since he does not
know f (ri , tj ), and hence the h(.) value. This is a form
of tag authenticating reader, since the value of the tag is
incomprehensible to an unauthorized reader.
The reader checks his Li for matching entries that have
the same first m bits as h(f (ri , tj ))m . Ri can precompute
the h(f (ri , t∗ ))m for every entry in Li , and then organizes
the result into corresponding groups. If there are no entries
in Li that match the first m bits, then either the RFID tag is
a fake, since it is not able to generated a correct f (ri , tj ), or
that it is a tag that Ri is not authorized to access, thus not

We now consider how our protocol performs against different RFID attacks. As mentioned earlier, we denote the
adversary as α, a legitimate reader as Ri and a legitimate
tag as Tj . We denote a fake tag j impersonating the real
tag j as Tˆj . For each attack, we first describe the nature of
the attack, the common assumptions made, and the capabilities of α. We then demonstrate how our protocol defends
against that attack.
Privacy: The privacy attacks occur when α wishes to
learn of the contents of Tj . This is important when, for example, Tj is attached to a valuable cargo in a warehouse. α
can query every tag in the warehouse to decide the most
valuable one to steal. α is generally assumed to have a
list of targeted RFID tag data. He then queries the tags
to see which tag matches his list. In our protocol, each
time any reader queries Tj , Tj generates a new response
h(f (r, t)||nr ||nt ) for authentication. Thus α cannot identify which RFID tag is on his list. This protects the privacy
of the tag.
Tracking: This attack is another form of the privacy attack. Here, α tries to track Tj over time. α succeeds if he is
able to distinguish Tj from other RFID tags over time. For
example, Tj could be attached to a jacket. Since α being

able to identify Tj over time, α is able to track Tj . This attack is usually performed by α repeatedly querying Tj with
a value that will yield consistent reply. This consistent reply
becomes a signature of Tj .
In our scheme, α can reuse the same nα and rα , but cannot predict the random nj generated each time by Tj . If
we change the authentication protocol step (3) to return just
h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) ⊕ idj , then tracking is impossible. This
is because the returned h(f (rα , tj )||nα ||nt ) ⊕ idj changes
each time a reader, valid or not, queries it. The penalty of
this approach is that performance of Ri will be poor if Li
is very large since Ri will have to check every entry. If Tj
returns the first m bits of h(f (ri , tj ))m , the search time for
Ri better since Ri can organize Li into respective groups.
The tradeoff is that now α can potentially track Tj by repeatedly querying for the same h(f (ri , tj ))m reply. Notice
that if m is small, then the tracking is not definite since there
could be multiple RFID tags that share the first m bits. This
is controlled via the system parameter β.
Cloning: This is a form of providing RFID security. We
consider the “skimming” attack described by Juels [7]. In
this attack, α will usually first query Tj and obtains a response. α then places the response on a fake RFID tag,
Tˆj . By creating fake RFID tags that contain the responses
of real RFID tags, α hopes to pass off his counterfeits as
legitimate. α succeeds if Ri believes that Tˆj is Tj .
Under our protocol, Tj will return a different hash based
on the random ni and ri provided by Ri . Since α does not
know Ri ’s identifier ri , and cannot predict the random ni
generated each time by Ri , the hash value that α obtains
from Tj will not be the same as the value Ri obtains when
he queries Tj . Thus α cannot create a Tˆj that can fool Ri .
We consider the case when α can listen in on the transaction
between Ri and Tj later.
Eavesdropping: Here α is able to observe all interactions between Ri and Tj . In other words, α can learn
of ri , ni , nj . α will know h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) ⊕ idj and
h(f (ri , tj ))m . α’s goal is to use the data to impersonate a
fake reader R̂i or a fake tag Tˆj . 1
α will learn of Ri ’s identifier ri in step (3). However, the
hash function h(f (ri , tj )||ni ||nj ) requires random numbers
generated by two parties, the reader and the tag. α impersonating a Ri or Tj cannot control the random number generated by the other party. Thus even knowing Ri ’s ri is
useless. α needs to know the value f (ri , tj ) to impersonate
either Ri or Tj . Since f (ri , tj ) is never passed directly, α
cannot determine f (ri , tj ), unless α can determine the tag
secret tj .
Since every transaction between Ri and Tj involves both
1 Note

that this version of eavesdropping attack is stronger since it assumes that α can eavesdrop on both the forward as well as backward channel. A weaker version of eavesdropping assumes α cannot listen in on the
tag-to-reader channel.

parties generating a new ni and nj , α cannot launch a replay
attack using the previous values.
Physical attack: We consider two different flavors of
physical attack. The first is when α compromises the reader
Ri . The second is when α compromises the tag Tj . In both
cases, we assume that once α has physically compromised
Ri and Tj , α will learn everything about Ri and Tj . We
do not consider hardware-based defenses against physical
attacks in this paper.
First, we consider α compromising Ri . α will know the
contents of Li , as well as ri . α will therefore be able to
impersonate Ri and obtain data from tags T1 , · · · , Tn . We
want to prevent α from using the knowledge to create counterfeit tags. Let Tj be in Li , and α wishes to create a counterfeit tag be Tˆj that can fool another authenticated RFID
reader Tx .
α knows f (ri , tj ) and idj from Li . To create Tˆj to fool
Tx , α has to be able to derive f (rx , tj ). This is because
each f (.) value in the access list is different for every RFID
reader. Ri will have f (ri , tj ), and Rx will have f (rx , tj ).
Thus α cannot substitute his f (ri , tj ) and idj into Tˆj . Since
f (.) is irreversible, α is unable to derive tj from f (ri , tj ).
Second, we consider α compromising tag Tj . α will now
be able to create a fake tˆj that can fool the honest Ri . We
want to prevent α from creating another tag that can fool α.
We let this other tag be Tx , and assume that Tx is inside Li .
Since α has compromised Tj , we assume that α knows
any information that Ri passes to Tj . To create Tx to fool
Ri , α has to able to generate the correct f (ri , tx ). However,
each RFID tag has a unique secret t. Thus α knowing tj
cannot derive tx . Therefore, α cannot create a fake Tx to
fool Ri .
Denial of service (DoS): α here does not try to obtain
information, but rather tries to ensure that a legitimate Ri
cannot access data stored in Tj . This is a potential problem
in RFID authentication protocols that use a trusted server.
A typical way of using a trusted server is for Tj to return some value to Ri which Ri has to redirect to a central
database. For protocols that do not require RFID tag and
central database to remain in sync, conventional DoS attacks to overwhelm the central database can be launched,
resulting the Ri being unable to authenticate Tj .
For protocols that require some synchronization between
central database and tag, a common defense against DoS attacks is to require Tj to change its value only after receiving some confirmation generated by the database [10, 4].
Thus Ri has to perform an addition interaction with Tj after receiving the data. Since Ri is an authorized reader, the
central database expects Ri to do the “right thing” by transmitting the confirmation to Tj . The value stored inside the
central database changes after Ri queries it. α can desynchronize the process by repeatedly querying Tj , preventing
Ri from passing the confirmation to Tj . This way, if an-

other reader Rx were to query Tj before Ri manages to
update Tj , Rx will obtain the out-of-data reply from Tj .
Our protocol removes the need for a central database.
Once a reader is able to authenticate himself, there is no
need for further interaction in order to authenticate a tag.

6 RFID Search
As mentioned earlier, searching RFID tags is performed
when there are a group of tags and a reader wishes to determine if a particular tag is in this group. A straightforward
solution is to perform our authentication protocol above for
every tag. Existing probabilistic RFID anti-collision algorithms can be used to distinguish one tag from another.
However, this approach is inefficient when there are many
tags. Instead, an ideal solution is for the the reader to query
for a specific tag, and only that particular tag will reply. For
RFID search, the goal is for an authorized RFID reader to
search for a particular RFID tag (which he is authorized to
access) among a group of RFID tags. Only the tag which
matches the search can reply. At the same time, the RFID
tag can only release its data to an authorized RFID reader.
An intuitive way of doing so is as follows. We have Ri
wishing to find the tag Tj . Ri broadcasts his request for idj .
We let T ∗ refers to an arbitrary tag. ownid refers to the id
for each individual tag.

Ri → T ∗ : Broadcast idj
T ∗ : If ownid = idj

(1)
(2)

Ri ← Tj

(3)

:

reply

The simple protocol does not provide any security. An
adversary can simply query a group of tags to find out if a
particular valuable tag is present. One solution to this problem is for the tag to authenticate the reader before replying. This means that when Ri broadcasts his query, every
tag, not only those that satisfy the query, needs to authenticate Ri before replying. If only those tags matching Ri ’s
request initiate the authentication, the adversary will know
that that tag satisfies the request. However, having every
tag to authenticate the reader is similar to having the reader
authenticate every tag individually.
Another issue is that the reader wants his request to be
received by authorized tags only. The reason is that if an
adversary can learn of the query, he could simply observe
the channel to determine if there are any replies. Even if the
reply is encrypted, the adversary will know that the tag does
exists.
Therefore, we can characterize our problem as follows.
Tags should only respond to authenticated readers. Readers should only query authenticated tags. This creates a

chicken-and-egg problem since readers want to query authenticated tags, but tags will only respond to authenticated readers.
Our solution to this problem is for the reader to issue a
query such that only an authenticated tag can understand,
and for the tag to reply in such a manner that only an authenticated reader can understand. An adversary can still
observe all the transactions, in that he can observe there has
been a query and an answer. However, since the adversary
does not know the contents of the query, observing the existence of an answer is not useful. Our secure search protocol
is as follows. We use the same notation as before. The new
notation ownt refers to the tag secret t for a tag.

Ri → T ∗ : Broadcast h(f (ri , tj )||nr ) ⊕ idj ,
nr , ri
T ∗ : Find idj by deriving

Ri ← Tj

(1)

h(f (ri , ownt)||nr )
: If ownid = idj

(2)
(3)

:

(4)

h(f (ri , tj )||nt ||nr ) ⊕ idj , nt

Notice here that the broadcast request, h(f (ri , tj )||nr )⊕
idj can only be read by an authenticated tag, since to learn
idj , the tag will need to be able to execute step (2), which
implies knowledge of tag secret tj . An α will not be able
to obtain idj since he does not know tj . The tag reply,
h(f (ri , tj )||nt ) ⊕ idj , nt , can only be read by an authenticated reader since it requires knowledge of f (ri , tj ) which
is known only by the authenticated reader.

6.1

Security Analysis

The security analysis of the previous protocol applies to
the search protocol with one exception. The search protocol
above is not resistant to tracking.
Consider the following attack. α eavesdrops on the transaction between a reader and a group of tags. α is unable to
decrypt the query or the reply, but can detect the presence
of a query and reply. α than uses the same query individually on each and every tag in the group to determine what
that query is for. Since the query is legitimate, the tag with
the corresponding value will reply. Even though the reply is
different each time, due to the random nt generated by the
tag, it remains true that only one tag will reply, since each
individual tag has a unique secret t, thus a unique f (r, t).
Now, α can replay the query again and again to identify
a particular tag. Note here that the tracking attack here is
slightly different from tracking attacks commonly found in
RFID security literature. The adversary cannot pick a particular tag to track. Rather, he can only track a tag which has
been searched for by a legitimate reader. Furthermore, the

adversary has to iteratively query every tag in a group individually before determining what tag he is tracking. These
difficulties increases the difficulty of launching a tracking
attack via searching protocol.
This underscores a fundamental difficulty in developing
a secure search protocol for RFID tags. The very act of
replying of a query can be used to identify a tag. So long
as a search query expects a unique reply, the reply becomes
an identifier for a particular tag. Encryption alone does not
solve the problem, since encryption only prevents an adversary from learning the contents of a message, but not that a
message has been sent.

6.2

Here we suggest several methods to the search protocol
to minimize the impact of a tracking attacking due to the
secure search protocol. We stress again that tracking a tag
using from the search protocol considerably more difficult
than the tracking attack commonly found in RFID security
literature.
One solution is to have each tag store the last random
number used by a legitimate reader that it answers. If the
same random number is used again, the tag will not reply.
The improved protocol is as follows.
Ri → T ∗ : Broadcast h(f (ri , tj )||nr ) ⊕ idj ,

h(f (ri , ownt)||nr )
Ri ← Tj

: If ownid = idj and nr 6= oldn
:
h(f (ri , tj )||nt ) ⊕ idj , nt

Ri → T ∗ : Broadcast [idj ]m , ri , nr

(1)

T ∗ : If ownidm = [idj ]m
Ri ← Tj : h(f (ri , tj )||nr ||nt ) ⊕ idj , nt

(2)
(3)

Ri

Search Protocol Improvements

nr , ri
T ∗ : Find idj by deriving

overheard queries over and over again to find at least 1 tag
to track.
Another solution is to adopt a challenge and response
method. The idea is to avoid the condition where replying
to a query can be used to identify a tag. We use [idj ]m to
denote the first m bits of idj and ownidm to denote the first
m bits of ownid. The protocol is as follows.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Where oldn is the previous random number used. Now,
an adversary cannot replay h(f (ri , tj )||nr ) ⊕ idj , nr , ri to
get a reply, since nr was just used. The adversary does
not know f (ri , tj ), thus cannot generate his own legitimate
query that will be answered by the tag. The adversary can
observe the second time Ri does a search query to obtain
a different random number, n′r . Now, he can try to use the
previous search query. However, since adversary cannot determine the contents of the query, he cannot know if Ri was
querying for the same tag or not. Assuming that the adversary cannot determine what Ri is looking for, he cannot
track any tag based on two reader queries. In general, an adversary will need at least 1 more successful query than the
number of tags to be always successfully track 1 tag. Using
the pigeonhole principal, with n tags each capable of storing the last m random numbers of successful reader query,
an adversary can only guarantee to be able to track 1 tag
after n ∗ m + 1 queries.
However, the above method does not work as effectively
against an opportunistic adversary who simply replays the

: Determines f (ri , tj ) from L to obtain
idj
(4)

In this protocol, any tag that matches the first m bits of
idj will reply to the query. Depending on the length of
m, there could be multiple tags that share the same first
m bits. Ri can use existing collusion avoidance techniques
to obtain idj . Since multiple tags may share the same m
bits, α cannot infer any unique information from the reply. A tag’s response is protected by the XORing their value
with h(f (ri , tj )||nr ||nt ). Only an authenticated reader will
know f (ri , tj ), and be able generate the correct hash value.
Furthermore, each party contributes a random number nr
and nt that makes up the final hash value needed to successfully obtain the idj . This prevents an adversary from
launching a replay attack from using either the query or reply.
This solution does not work well when the id’s in each
tag are structured. For example, the first several bits of an
id could signify general product code, the next several bits
the tag origin and so on. In this scenario, the adversary can
obtain some information simply by observing [idj ]m . Note
that [idj ]m cannot be XORed with some f (ri , tj ) since then
only Tj decipher the request.
The last solution is to use noise to mask the reply. Each
tag that receives a search query that does not match the request will have some probability of replying. Thus,
Ri → T ∗ : Broadcast h(f (ri , tj )||nr ) ⊕ idj ,
nr , ri
T ∗ : Find idj by deriving

(1)

h(f (ri , ownt)||nr )
: If ownid = idj

(2)
(3)

Ri ← Tj

:

(4)
(5)

Ri ← Tj

: Else
:
Return (rand, nt )
with probability λ

(6)

h(f (ri , tj )||nt ) ⊕ idj , nt

where λ is the predefined probability that a tag that does
not match idj will reply. Here, an adversary cannot depend

on replaying a previous query to track a tag since any tag
could reply. This method avoids leaking information to an
adversary. To estimate λ, we first let S be the number of
RFID tags that can hear a single broadcast query. We want
to have a probability of γ that at least one tag that is not
the answer replies to generate noise. Thus we estimate λ by
solving 1 − (1 − λ)S ≥ γ. The additional work done by
reader to filter out the noise is O(λ · S).

7 Additional Discussion
Despite the shortcomings of the central database model,
it does have two advantages. The first is the ease of performing revocation, and the second is fine grain access control.
The central database model provides an implicit revocation capability. Since the RFID reader has to contact the
central database each time to obtain the tag data, the central database can perform revocation simply by ignoring the
reader.
Under our scheme, simple revocation can be accomplished by replacing the existing RFID tag with a new tag
containing a new secret t when necessary. This solution is
practical when the objects attached with RFID tags change
owners frequently. Different owners will want to attach
their own RFID tags to their objects to better interface with
their existing RFID management applications. An alternative revocation scheme is to retain the RFID tags, but allow
the RFID tag’s secret t to be changed by trusted parties. A
special secret pin can be built into each RFID, and knowledge of the pin will allow the reader to change the tag secret.
This pin can be transmitted directly to trusted agents of the
CA, or encoded via a different channel like a 2-D barcode
next to the RFID tag [7, 8]. In this way, the CA can enforce
a time period in which authorized readers can access the tag
data.
The other implicit advantage of the central database
model is fine grain access control. When the central
database returns the tag data to the reader, it can choose
to only return part of the information depending on the permissions of the reader.
We accommodate fine grain access control in our scheme
by replacing the single secret t in each RFID tag with multiple secrets depending on the granularity. For example, an
RFID tag whose data consists of a general produce code and
unique identifier will have two secrets t1 , t2 . A reader with
access to the general product code will only receive f (r, t1 )
in his L while another reader with access to the unique identifier will receive f (r, f 2 ) as well. We can simply extend the
number of secrets per tag to as fine a level of access control
as desired.

8 Conclusions
In this paper, we present an authentication protocol and a
search protocol for RFID tags. Our authentication protocol
provides both tag-to-reader and reader-to-tag authentication
that is resistant against common RFID attacks. A major difference from the previous scheme is that our scheme provides similar level of protection without the need of a persistent central database. In this paper, we also introduce a new
problem of performing secure search for RFID tags. We detail the difficulties in secure search, and provide several secure search protocols. Finally, we also address the implicit
advantages having a secure central database and suggested
solutions for overcoming them.
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